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Important notice 

Work in progress 

On the Whitepaper of DYNO is constantly being worked on. We try to make the process of development and 
changes as transparent as possible by integrating a “changelog” that shows all additions and changes for 
each version of it (starting with Version 5 which is the first officially published version).  
 
In addition to that the Whitepaper includes possibilities and questions from our side which may not have a 
final solution yet. By that we want to show the directions we are working on in order to find the best solution 
possible, but there are still open questions regarding the final version of the product. 

 
Change log 

Version 5 
• Integration of MVP description  

• Integration of Token burn mechanism 

Coming next 

• Integration of usage of funds / short business plan 

• Customer and Marketplace Mockups of App with DYNO integration  

• Marketing Go-To / Business Development Strategy 
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Introduction  

DYNOSTICS® has developed the first mobile, smart and affordable system for performance and metabolism 
analysis, which determines a user's current state of fitness in just a few minutes based on his breathing gases. 
The measurements data is then sent to the DYNOSTICS® App and interpreted by the DYNOSTICS® algorithm 
in real time. The result shows the user his individual information in which pulse ranges he burns fat, increases 
performance or from which point the body over acidified. In addition the App tells the user how his body is 
able to process food and in combination with the performance level the App tells the user what to eat and 
how to train best in order to reach the individual goals like losing weight, building up physical fitness or 
doing health-conscious training. All this can be done without medically trained staff.  

This is a worldwide unique system with a pending patent on the sensor. DYNOSTICS® is constantly working 
on additional body analyzing devices to become the world leader in smart body analytics.  

More about the product of DYNOSTICS® 
can be found here  

Follow link to watch B2B introduction 
video. 

Key facts  

  

26 countries  
shipping to

+ 45.000  
users

+1.000  
B2B customers
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Market in a nutshell  

The problem  

During the process of building one of the most advanced sports and metabolism analytic devices for 
sportspeople and athletes, we realized the problem of handling the data it produces. In order to improve the 
health of millions of athletes across the globe, we set our mission to collect user driven data in a 
decentralized, safe, fast and cost efficient manner. Thereby, we want to make it accessible to all devices on 
the market in order to give a user the bigger picture of all his data, coming not only from our own analytics 
devices. We open the market to collect data from third party smartwatches or trackers that will be able to 
contribute to the data set of each user via an open source interface.  

Health-Tech is an 
increasing segment 
worldwide, 
especially in fields 
of self-optimization

The global fitness and health market is 
still increasing with 80 billion U.S. 
dollars in revenue in 2017 caused by 
157 Million studio/club members, 
where around 65% are generated by 
the market leaders USA, UK, Germany 
and Japan with growth rates > 4% 
 
Source: statista.com 

In 2015, 94% of millennials reported 
making personal improvement 
commitments (compared with 84% of 
Boomers and 81% of Gen Xers). And 
they are willing to pay the price: While 
Boomers said they’d spend an average 
of $152 a month on self-improvement, 
millennials anticipated spending nearly 
twice that. 
 
Source: forbes.com
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Solution / Blockchain use case 

With our blockchain approach we will be able to give the power of sensible data to the user and enable a 
user to monetize his data. But not only are we going to make it possible for every single user to decide 
whether to keep his data private or to share it - temporarily or for long-term - the major improvement is to 
bring institutions and companies - that heavily need such data - into the equation. For example, universities, 
insurance companies, doctors, sports and fitness companies and other clinical researchers for whom it is most 
important to have overall access to such data (which until now is not yet available even on a centralized 
market either, cause there simply are no devices that track the data and collect it) and have an assurance 
that the data sets they receive are valid.  

We bring together those two sides and let each of them decide, which data it needs/ publishes and what the 
data should/could be used for. Users (data creators) will then be able to receive DYNO tokens (ERC20 token) 
from the buyer’s side via our market - fully anonymized but fully valid. If desired, users can also take part in 
ongoing studies and perform certain adjustments in their lifestyle / training plan that researchers ask them to 
do in order to perform user tests (via the marketplace). 

To handle DYNO tokens easily (users do not have to understand and learn how tokens can be transferred or 
exchanged), we will implement a DYNO token wallet in each DYNOSTICS App with an easy to use interface. 
Data creators will thereby be able to easily use DYNO tokens via cross-platform protocols as payment in 
common online marketplaces such as Amazon, Alibaba and others or transfer the funds to their local 
currency.  

Goal  

In the end, it is going to be the world’s first decentralized big data fitness marketplace that 
unleashes unlimited possibilities to work with user-driven athlete data, secured by the 
block-chain infrastructure.  
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DYNOSTICS  

The story behind - an introduction in metabolic analytics  

Each person has different pulse ranges for fat burning, performance increase (build up condition) or over 
acidification (anaerobic threshold). These individual pulse ranges are obtained exclusively by lactate 
measurement (with blood) or respiratory gas analysis (spiroergometry). Currently, a single test in a 
professional diagnostic centre costs an average of 150 Euros per person. A majority of recreational athletes 
(over 90%) train wrong for this very reason, since they do not know their pulse values and thus usually train 
too quickly and in the over-acidified area. Or too slow, which is not successful in training. This problem does 
not only exist in sports clubs, but also in fitness studios and in general in the health and sports sector. 

So far comparable devices cost around 50.000,- Euro on average, were not mobile and a sports physician or 
medical specialist was necessary for the evaluation. For this reason, fitness studios, personal trainers and 
amateur clubs could not afford such equipment in the past. In professional competitive sports, performance 
analyses have been standard for decades. Our goal was to bring this standard from professional sports to the 
masses in a mobile, affordable and accessible way with the same technical quality. 

With DYNOSTICS we have developed a smart and affordable system for performance and metabolism 
analysis within the last 2 years, which determines the current state of fitness in just a few minutes based on 
breathing gases. A measurement - on a treadmill or bicycle - usually takes a few minutes. The measured 
values are then sent to the DYNOSTICS App in real time and the athlete knows exactly in which pulse ranges 
he burns fat, increases performance or from which point the body overacidifies. And all this without medical 
knowledge done by the App. In addition, the App assesses the current fitness level and gives a training 
recommendation based on the training goals: Lose weight, build up physical fitness or health-conscious 
training. A measurement should be repeated every 3-4 months, as successful training changes the pulse 
values accordingly. The training plans are dynamically adapted to the new fitness level. 

Our direct customers are fitness studios, personal trainers and sports clubs, which could not use this 
technology because of the high prices and the complicated service. Our B2B customers serve as a multiplier 
and offer the tests to the end customers. The customer's user data is in the DYNOSTICS Cloud. 

We have been delivering for 14 months now, are represented in over 25 countries and four languages and 
have just launched the DYNOSTICS 2.0 Metabolism Function called "nutrition", with which we are expanding 
our target group to the entire nutrition market. With this new function, the individual metabolism is 
determined in a 5 minute rest test based on the respiratory gases. The person receives his exact basal 
metabolic rate (-> the personal calorie consumption per day) and how much carbohydrates, fat and protein 
the body burns exactly. The app then generates nutrition and training recommendations tailored to your own 
body.   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Product and Service  

Product Description  

DYNOSTICS is a smart system for performance and metabolism analysis based on spiroergometry. It makes it 
easier for every athlete to reach his personal training goal effectively and faster. Ambitious recreational 
athletes, but also club and sports teams can determine their athletic performance level easily and cost-
effectively in a few minutes by means of a respiratory gas analysis. Immediately after performing the test 
they receive guidance and control options on how they can train in a targeted manner in order to improve or 
lose weight in sport. In addition, the new metabolic analysis DYNOSTICS nutrition shows exactly how many 
calories a body consumes per day and how much carbohydrate, fat and protein a body burns. Medical 
expertise is not required.  

  

Measurement 

With DYNOSTICS, every athlete can carry out a breathing gas analysis at low cost and train for his personal 
fitness goal in a controlled manner, even without specialist knowledge. For this purpose, measurements are 
taken 3-4 times a year under physical strain - either in the gym, by the club trainer or a DYNOSTICS partner. 
During the measurement the athlete wears a breathing mask. This is connected to a mobile measuring device 
on his arm. Within a few minutes, sensors determine the ratio of the absorbed oxygen to the exhaled carbon 
dioxide concentration. With the new metabolic analysis function DYNOSTICS nutrition, the measurement is 
carried out in a 5 minute rest test.  
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Evaluation of performance analysis  

Using these parameters, the DYNOSTICS App on the smartphone uses complex, scientifically based 
algorithms to precisely evaluate the metabolic situation and pulse values for the optimal training areas, 
which is a worldwide innovation. Immediately after the measurement, the athlete receives an 
understandable, individual training recommendation like a professional from competitive sports and can 
thus also train as purposefully as a professional. The App also provides information about the athlete's 
respiratory individual anaerobic threshold. That it easier for him:  

● to know the individual, optimal heart rate zones for his own training goal 

● the assessment of one's own level of performance 

● the assessment of one's own performance development in comparison to other people of the same 

age and gender  

● the assessment of performance and development within a sports group 

Metabolism analysis 

The DYNOSTICS nutrition function provides customers with comprehensive information and 
recommendations on their individual metabolism immediately after the short analysis. In addition to 
personal calorie consumption per day, the app gives an assessment of the metabolism and generates 
detailed nutrition plans based on your own body. This gives him an overview of:  

• his individual calorie consumption per day 

• assessment of one's own metabolism and comparison with other people his age and gender  

• how to build muscle or lose weight in relation to a specific goal.  
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Training Control 

Through regular DYNOSTICS performance and metabolism analysis, athletes can adapt their training and diet 
exactly to their individual metabolic data. DYNOSTICS thus becomes a valuable training and nutritional 
measure beyond spiroergometry and facilitates individual training and nutrition planning; the athlete always 
has optimal control and management of his own body. 

DYNOSTICS delivers the following measurements: 

● Performance & metabolism analysis based on a respiratory gas measurement 

● Determination of the individual heart rate zones for your own training goal  

● Determination of the individual basal metabolic rate and the distribution of nutrients.  

● Recommendation for individual training and support 

● Recommended diet tailored to the body  

● Simple evaluation at the highest medical level, which can be understood without medical expertise 

● Spiroergometry technology made in Germany  

● Fun and motivation through individually determined values. No more training standards, no more 

exhaustion, no more physical overload or underload. 
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State of development 

After two years of development and the successful market launch of DYNOSTICS in November 2016, we were 
constantly working closely with our technology partner Knestel to make improvements to the existing 
product in order to satisfy our customers in the long term. But not only the hardware but also the software, 
i.e. the DYNOSTICS App is put to the test. There have already been various updates in this area to make 
DYNOSTICS easier for customers to use and, for example, to illustrate in even greater detail how a 
performance analysis with DYNOSTICS works. 

Parallel to the market launch and improvement of the first DYNOSTICS version, the second version 
"DYNOSTICS 2.0" has already been developed. This further development shows the VO2-Max (maximum 
possible oxygen intake) and additionally determines the basal metabolic rate, i.e. how many calories a 
person burns during the day at rest (without exercise). In addition, the individual metabolism is displayed, i.e. 
how much the body burns carbohydrates, fat and protein in proportion. This function also serves the entire 
nutrition market. 

However, spiroergometry should not remain the only mainstay of the young company and so, in close 
cooperation with our technology partner, we are once again dedicating ourselves to research in the field of a 
smart and affordable measuring device for the analysis of body fat. Here we are currently in the research 
phase. Development will begin in autumn 2018. The market launch is planned for 2019. 

Certification 
● The following regulations and laws (including CE certifications) are observed: 

● RED (RTTE) radio equipment and telecommunications terminal equipment 

● (incl. EMC Directive): EU Directive: 2014/53/EU 

● RoHS substance bans 

● EU Directive: 2011/65/EU 

● Battery Directive: 2006/66/EC 

● REACH: No prohibited substances are used (SVHC´s) 

Patent / Licence 

Patent  / License for the new technology of the measurement procedure to obtain the relevant respiratory 
gas values was filed a year ago and is currently still in the 18-month examination phase. This was 
purposefully done so that the date of publication of our technology is as late as possible. 

A second important component is the algorithm of automated evaluation. Unfortunately, this cannot be 
protected after examination by patent attorneys. However, the algorithm is anchored in the cloud and cannot 
be copied because it does not need to be disclosed.  
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Exemplary process / use-case   
 
The DYNOSTICS® system  

Let us assume you want to start working out to improve your health and fitness. With DYNOSTICS® you have 
the possibility to perform to tests.  

You start with the „nutrition“ test in order to analyze your basal metabolic rate and see the overall 
performance of your body burning fat, carbohydrates and protein. The test only lasts five minutes and you do 
not have to do more than sit in an upright position and breath without talking or moving. The results than 
delivered by the app give you a personalized nutritional recommendation tailored to your goals and show 
the exact calorie consumption per day.  

Second test is the „performance“ test. It is done on a bike or treadmill and lasts about 15 minutes. You will 
perform a short test-procedure in order to analyze your individual puls levels and show the pulse ranges 
where the most fat is burnt, when power increases and when muscles get in the anaerobic area and over 
acidify.  The DYNOSTICS® app provides customized training recommendations tailored to your individual 
needs without the need of medical expertise or trained staff.  
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Collected data 

All your data will be stored encrypted in the block-chain. Your data consists the following values: name, e-
mail (will only be used for your personal purpose), age, gender, weight, size, breathing frequency (AF), minute 
volume (FE),  carbon dioxide (VCO2), heart rate (bpm), oxygen (VO2), BMI and respiratory quotient (RQ) - a lot 
of sensitive, personal and very valuable date. With our approach only your private key (password) makes it 
possible to access the data.  

But that will not be the only the data stored. In order to make your profile more meaningful and thereby give 
it more value, we will use the APIs of other tracking devices such as smartwatches and fitness and nutrition 
tracker. All in order to give you the most accurate picture possible, because the more data you contribute, the 
better picture you will get about your health- and fitness-level and the more value your data has to possible 
data users. 

Data users 

Data users on the other side are everyone from the fitness-, health-, sport- and insurance sector. For example 
there is a research institute that needs to prove a theory by implementing/ performing certain adjustments in 
people’s sports and nutrition behavior. For their study, they need a study group of people in your age who 
have changed their lifestyle within the last 2 years. They split the study group in three segments - each 
segments has to take on/ perform different adjustments. The research institute publishes their need for 
certain user types on the DYNO marketplace. Users that fit the research profile get a proposal via the app to 
take part in the study and receive the offered amount of tokens the institute wants to pay. The main 
important fact is, that the marketplace is the „middleman“ that regulates the communication between the 
data user and data provider. A data user will never get to know who the person really is. With this we are able 
to make this kind of research possible for the first time and also stay within the rules of privacy.  

But not only is it possible to target a certain type of user - the research institute can be assured that the user 
is who he is and that his data is valid. Let’s say you accept the offer and sign the smart contract. First of all, 
you will receive the part of the offered tokens for your historical, already existing, data. In addition, you will 
receive your task with details telling you what should be changed. For example, changing from two major 
meals a day to four snacks and doing more cardio workouts instead of strength. By tracking all the data with 
your smart analytic devices, you will contribute regularly to the study and will get paid by the smart contract 
automatically after contributing for each set of the defined contributing period. After finishing the study, the 
trust-less smart contract automatically rescinds the data access privileges after the designated period of 
study expires.  
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DYNO project stakeholders 

Users 

Users use DYNOSTICS devices as mentioned above to record their training performance. Data can be 
captured from an official DYNOSTICS devices or any other approved and verified device like smartwatches or 
Fitbit‑  device.  1

Data Storage 

Storage of collected data is the core value of the entire system. To ensure consistency, encryption and 
integrity, the data is stored in a decentralized network. Basic user data such as age, location, weight are 
stored on the Ethereum blockchain unencrypted to be accessible to the search engine. All performance 
tracking data is encrypted, anonymized and stored in a BigchainDB‑  network cluster. In addition, an IPFS‑  2 3
cluster is used to store general purpose files. 

Data Consumers 

Once an external entity (e.g. big data research centers, medical or insurance companies) wishes to access 
data stored in the DYNO network, users grant them access for a fee and for a certain finite time. 

DYNO Token Holders 

Power the entire data ecosystem by providing a means of value in exchange for access to collected data.  

DYNO tokens are seamlessly integrated in our DYNOSTICS App and provide an easy way for users to convert 
it to their local currency or for the customers to purchase tokens which can be later used in data purchases or 
research. For a smooth and seamless process buying and selling tokens the marketplace and App will 
integrate RequestNetwork‑  - a blockchain based service for payments / payment requests easily done from 4
Fiat to Crypto/Tokens and back. 

 https://www.fitbit.com1

 https://www.bigchaindb.com2

 https://www.ipfs.io3

 https://request.network4
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Data Privacy Protection 

Upon signing up to the DYNO platform users have a complete control over ownership of the data and data is 
going to be shared with by others only with their explicit approval which is handled by DYNO smart contract. 

Privacy settings available to users: 

● Share disabled 

● Share to a specific customer upon accepting a share request 

● Share to everyone 

● Share to research group 

● Share for a certain amount of time  

On top of restricting access to their data, users can put a time locks on already granted access allowing them 
to extend access to customer for a certain limited amount of time. The entire process is handled by DYNO 
smart contract and upon expiry of the time lock access to data is revoked from client.  

DYNO Web Platform 

DYNO Web Platform connects all components of the DYNO network into a powerful platform for storing and 
sharing fitness data. The platform interconnects Ethereum smart contract with distributed blockchain storage 
and a powerful, but easy to use, web application. 

It enables users to: 
● create profiles 

● connect fitness tracking devices 

● track their fitness performance 

● participle in DYNO marketplace 

● receive payments for their data 

It enables customers to: 

● create complex search queries based on demand (eg. age, location, nationality) 

● create and send research requests 

● pay for data 
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Main purpose of the web application is to create a platform for the interaction between customers and users 
allowing them to create a market with a supply (e.g. performance records) and demand (e.g. research target 
group). Web application has two designated areas; customer and user. Each of the two groups of users have 
their respective profile on Ethereum and access to the platform is supported by Metamask‑ . After a 5
successful authorization each of the users are redirected to their respective areas of interest. The user area is 
meant to be used by all people who use DYNOSTICS App and DYNOSTICS performance recording devices and 
at the same time are interested in sharing their data and receiving monetary incentives to do so. The user 
area shows  all devices that they use listed and enable them to add additional devices. When using such 
performance recording devices, each new record appears in the “Recorded Sessions” area and is 
automatically synced with the blockchain data set of the user. Another important functionality for users is 
accepting data sale offers, each time when a request for data access is received they can accept, reject or 
counter the offer. On the contrary, if the user has enabled automatic data share, all the requests are 
automatically approved and DYNO tokens are credited to their accounts.  

 https://metamask.io5
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User uses DYNOSTICS devices to record training performance and is paid by client: 

1. User submits basic profile information and records a training session. Session is made visible under 
users profile and profile metadata is made available to the search engine. Performance data itself is 

encrypted and user can at any time delete the session. 

2. Storage node receives data and propagates it through cluster. 

3. Client locates users data set and creates an offer for purchase. Client can declare a batch purchase of 
multiple user profiles which satisfy a certain range of criteria. 

4. The user receives a data purchase request which he can approve, reject or counter-offer. 

5. The user accepts the offer and decryption key is sent to Client who pays DYNO tokens in return. 

Customers area is oriented mainly around search, powered by Elasticsearch‑ , allowing them quick data 6
lookups. Once a certain search range returns a group of anonymized user profiles customers are able to see 
the amount of DYNO tokens which they would need to pay in order to gain access to their data. The amount 
to be paid is a sum of profile values. Once the amount is paid, access is granted to data and available for 
download in multiple formats such as JSON or XML. Customers are also able to create specific research 
groups and send invites to a certain range of profiles. Upon accepting users are enrolled in a group and have 
to perform certain tasks for which they would receive tokens in return. Customer protection is insured by a 
specific smart contract which releases a partial payment after each individual step of the research is 
completed by the users. For example, clients have to report their weight once a week after completing a 
training schedule provided by customer. Customers can purchase DYNO tokens on open markets. 

 https://www.elastic.co/products/elasticsearch6
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DYNOSTICS App  

The DYNOSTICS App‑  is already widely used solution serving more than 45.000 users. We expect an even  7
faster growth with the expansion to US and Chinese markets by end of 2018. The existing application would 
be extended by integrating the DYNO marketplace. Users would be able to seemingly exchange their already 
existing and new performance data for DYNO tokens. 

 https://www.dynostics.com/en/leistungsanalyse-app7
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DYNO Network 

All data is encrypted and protected using AES256 encryption with 256-bit key size for every 128-block, 
ensuring data integrity. Furthermore, linked tracking devices can be connected to a user device, but to ensure 
data validity each user can only set up one DYNO account. All data communication between different 
components of the system are backed up by a secure HTTPS connection which is especially important for 
tracking devices. 

  

Data Validation 

DYNO Network uniquely identifies and validates each user upon signing up by requesting a valid passport 
identification with the KYC partner IDnow. IDnow‑  Crypto-Ident product offers “out-of-the-box” solution for 8
blockchain related projects. 

 https://www.idnow.eu/ico-crypto/8
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The tracking devices have a unique signature registered within the DYNOSTICS system. It is not possible to 
use the same device with two or more users at the same time. Devices are linked to user profiles via hash and 
stored within smart contract. 
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Smart Contract 

The DYNO network smart contract empowers the following actions: 

The DYNO smart contract record structure is as follows:  

1. Owner 

a. Has one or multiple owners (multiple users or customers) 

b. Can be encrypted (e.g. user age, location) 

c. Can be public  

2. Metadata 

a. Can be encrypted 

b. Can be public 

3. Timestamp 

a. Can be encrypted 

b. Can be public 

4. Data Payload 

a. Predefined JSON structure which consists of 2 parts. 

i. Searchable non-encrypted profile data such as age, location, gender (to be used in 
search queries) 

ii. Encrypted records of performance tracking 

Data payload contains all data in a preformatted JSON structure which is needed to read out performance 
counters and efficiently present results to the users. Furthermore, data payload is Base64 encoded. 
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Use Cases 

The basic concept revolves around customers paying for high quality physical performance data of a group 
of people which satisfy a certain set of predefined parameters such as age, location or gender. In return, users 
taking part in the research earn DYNO tokens which can later be exchanged for any other currency.  

Users and customers participate on the DYNO platform by; 

1. Users link performance tracking devices to their profiles and record physical performance. Upon 
storing, data is encrypted and only the user can provide a shared access to all the interested parties. 

2. A customer has a need for a data of a specific range of users (e.g. male users between 20 and 30 of 
age). Search system retrieves all the encrypted profiles and suggests a price which is a sum of all the 
profiles in the set. Customer pays for the data and user accounts are credited DYNO tokens. 

3. All data is encrypted, replicated and stored in a distributed network which makes it impossible to 
change or influence the quality. This is makes is fraud proof for customers and secure for users 

4. User receives a proposal to participate in a research which is performed by the customer. Upon 
accepting, they are obligated to perform tasks and upon completion of each step certain amount of 
tokens is released to them. The entire process of performing a research is controlled by smart 
contracts and more specifically Oracles. 

5. Users accept that their tracking data would be traded in return for DYNO tokens and the required 
access to entire profile would be shared to customer who pays DYNO tokens. 
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DYNO – The DYNO Network Token 

All transactions between users and customers are facilitated by the token and recorded on Ethereum 
network. The token is also used to support all mass micropayment transactions which are needed in order to 
payout funds to all users included in the batch of records which were sold to the client. In addition of creating 
a branded segment of blockchain network DYNO token strengthens already existing DYNOSTICS brand. As a 
utility token DYNO provides access to unique marketplace created within DYNO ecosystem. 

MVP - Minimum viable product 

The goal of setting up a minimum viable product is to have a working solution covering a number of basic 
use cases which are crucial for our business case. 

Implemented Use Cases 
User side: 

1. As a user I’m able to create a user profile on DYNO platform 

2. As a user I’m able to connect performance tracking devices to my profile 

3. As a user I’m able to record my performance during training and view it on DYNO platform 

4. As a user I’m able to accept/reject data purchase offers 

5. As a user I’m able to transfer data rights to a client and revoke if needed 

 
Client side: 

1. As a client I’m able to create an account on DYNO platform 

2. As a client I’m able to deposit DYNO tokens to my account 

3. As a client I’m able to search for user data 

4. As a client I’m able to create an offer for a set of profiles with X amount of DYNO tokens 

5. As a client I’m able to access the data for which I have paid 

Examples of features and use cases which are not included in MVP are counter-offers, profile validation, 
research surveys, integration with DYNOSTICS app. 
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Timeline of MVP 

Phase 1 - Smart Contract and data cluster (June/July 2018) 
 
Development of smart contract covering use cases mentioned in previous chapter. Ethereum smart contract 

which has the following functions: 

1. User profile creation with searchable attributes (age, location, weight, height) 

2. References to performance records stored in data cluster 

3. Delegation of access to performance data 

4. Handling of DYNO token transactions 

Along with Ethereum blockchain development setting up of connections to BigchainDB and IPFS storage is 
needed. 

 
Phase 2 - DYNO Web App (August / September 2018) 

Development of platform which connects all components of the system in a blockchain backed physical 
performance tracking solution. Web solution is divided in frontend (Metamask and UI) and backend (storage, 
smart contract, API).  

 
Phase 3 - Beta Testing (September / October 2018) 

Beta testing includes both internal and public testing of MVP. After internal testing is completed, a limited 
amount of people are going to be able to beta test the solution with their account. 

 
Delivery (November 2018) 

This phase MVP is going to be available to general public to use the platform and to try out all supported use 
cases listed in previous chapter. 
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DYNO token universe  

Example of possible final product 

The following shoes a possible final product universe implementing third party devices and using other 
blockchain projects in order to increase the service und usability of DYNO.  

References: 

1. BigChainDB - https://www.bigchaindb.com/ 

2. IPFS - https://ipfs.io/ 

3. IDnow - https://www.idnow.de 
4. ElasticSearch - https://www.elastic.co/ 

5. Request Network - https://request.network 
6. DYNOSTICS® - https://dynostics.com 

7. Fitbit Api - https://developer.samsung.com/health/server/api/api-url 

8. Samsung Health Api - https://developer.samsung.com/health/server/api/api-url 
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DATA USERS | BUYERS

DYNOSTICS®

DYNO 
MARKETPLACE

DYNO

UNIVERSITIES

PARTIALLY BURN TOKENS FROM SERVICE 
COMMISSION TO KEEP RATIO STABLE 

CUSTOMERS
WITH ANALYTICAL / 
TRACKING DEVICES
 

- DYNOSTICS®

- FITBIT VIA API

- SAMSUNG HEALTH VIA API

- MORE DEVICES WITH API

BIGCHAIN DB
PERFORMANCE DATA STORAGE 

SOLUTION PROVIDER X 

SOLUTION PROVIDER Y

RESEARCH INSITUTES

IPFS
USER DATA STORAGE

USERS IDENTIFIED AS 
REAL USERS VIA IDNOW TO 
ENSURE VALIDITY OF DATA 

LOOKUP / SEARCH OF
USER DATA WITH METADATA

SEARCH VIA ELASTICSEARCH

REGULATES ACCESS 
TO DATA (WHO, IF, 
FOR HOW LONG)

1. BUY DYNO TOKENS 
TO GET ACCESS TO THE 
MARKETPLACE(INTEGRATION 
OF REQ)

2. USE TOKENS TO 
GET ACCESS TO DATA

RECEIVE DYNO TOKENS AS 
SERVICE COMMISSION

DEVELOP AND SUPPLY METABOLISM ANALYTICAL 
AND TRACKING DEVICES FOR CUSTOMERS

CONTRIBUTES DATA WHICH 
IS STORED ENCRYPTED

EXCHANGE DYNO TOKENS

RECEIVE 
DATA

SELL DYNO TOKENS

INSURANCE COMPANIES

SMART CONTRACT 
ETHEREUM
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DYNO Token Sales Overview 

 

Token Distribution Allocation of revenues Bonus tokens - will be distributed 
3 months after ICO ends

• 55% public  
(not sold tokens will be burned) 

• 15% public reserve  
(distributed after 12 months or 
burned) 

• 15% team  
(90% locked for 12 months) 

• 10% Advisors  
(50% locked for 3 months)  

• 5% Referral / Bounty program 

• 60% Market expansion 

• 25% Research & development 

• 10% Operations 

• 5% Legal 

• Private-Sale - closed  

• Pre-Sale  - bonus between 30% 
and 40% 

• Public Sale - max. duration of 
four weeks with maximum 
bonus of 5%
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Role of Token Enable market access and data exchange between data owners and buyers 

Symbol DYNO

Supply 1.000.000.000 Tokens

For Sale 550.000.000 Tokens (55% of total) 

Hard Cap /   35.000 ETH or $25.000.000 
Token sale volume (depending on current ETH price)  

Price 0,0000636363 ETH = 1 DYNO Token 

Utility of token DYNO represents the information data of metabolic and performance data. 
Parties with a need of data can exchange tokens with the data producers for their 
data. Parallel to this device providers get a commission fee for each data 
exchange.

Token release Tokens will be transferred immediately after closing at latest the public sale and 
a successful KYC process. Bonus tokens will be transferred after three months. 

Accepted payment 
methods

ETH

Sale period May to July 2019



Exchange Listing 

DYNO tokens are planned to be traded on all major exchanges which support ERC20 tokens. At first it is 
planned to get an exchange listing on a mid-level exchange with focus on the SEA region and an additional 
one for US/European market. A major exchange listing is planned and continuously worked on.  

Within the section „Usage of funds“ it can be seen, that there is a certain amount blocked for getting access 
to exchanges.  

Velocity Problem / Token burn 

The DYNO project is well aware of the velocity problem for utility-tokens. Therefore the DYNO marketplace / 
network will implement two major precautions to solve the problem and keep the price steady and stable.   

1. A token burn function in order to steadily decrease the supply of the token and stabilize the prize. This 
will be done by burning 50% of the each transaction fee on the DYNO marketplace. The token burn will 
be done via a connection to the Euro in order to get an asymptotical function of the burn mechanism, 
never being able to burn the whole amount of tokens only narrowing it down to have a decreasing 
amount of supply. 

2. A token hold function:  this will be done on the market place for data buyers. Every possible data buyer 
can search the marketplace for certain metadata in order to find the right data and users. We will 
implement a token hold function with a premium marketplace access. Therefore a data buyer needs to 
hold a certain amount of tokens in order to be able to perform a more detailed search or process certain 
actions. The tokens he uses in order to get access to the premium functions on the marketplace can not 
be used to buy data and have to be hold for a certain amount of time.  
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Roadmap 

Please find a more detailed roadmap on our website dyno.io 

Partners  

Partners we are working with / are using our analytic device and App: 

We will announce very promising and well known partners from the sports and health-tech industry soon. 
Join our medium or twitter channel for upcoming announcements.  

2015 - 2017 

Development 
of DYNOSTICS® 

analytical 
device

Dec 2017  

Start of 
Concept & 

Design putting 
DYNO Data 

into the 
Blockchain

Q2 2018 

DYNO ICO 

Q3 2018 

Beta 
Release of 

DYNO 
Marketplac
e and App 

Integration

Q4 2018 

Setup of testnet for 
beta-partners like 

Insurance 
companies and 

Researchers

Q1 2019 

Integration of 
additional tracking 
devices outside the 

DYNOSTICS® 
universe

Q2 2019  

Go live of DYNO 
marketplace and 
App Integration

�

�
�

�
�

�
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https://medium.com/@dynostics/
https://twitter.com/dynostics


Team   

The following team members belong to the core team. A full list of team members of the DYNO and 
DYNOSTICS® team, advisors and active partners in the blockchain project can be found on dyno.io 

Team lead DYNOSTICS® 

Stefan Bartenschlager 
CEO and Co-Founder

Friedrich Hergenreider 
CSO and Co-Founder 

Peter Schweiger  
CFO and Co-Founder

Manfred Günther  
Head of Sport Science 

Serial Entrepreneurs with more than 10 years of experience in founding, scaling 
and selling companies within the fitness-, lifestyle- and health-tech industry. 
They founded and sold an advertising agency focussed on health and sports, a 
fitness club franchising model and several other successful companies. They 
invested 4 Million $ of their previous exits in DYNOSTICS®.

Sport Scientist (Dipl.), 
Founder of several 
diagnostic centers in 
Germany, health and 
fitness advisor for racing 
drivers within the 
formula 2 and 3 series.
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http://dyno.io


Team lead DYNO blockchain project 

Legal partner 

Our legal partner in case of law, tax advising and audits is the law firm „Rödel & Partner“ with a presence in 
108 offices operating in 50 countries with 4,500 employees. 

Philipp Steuer  
CCO | blockchain 
operations

Felix Grund 
CMO | blockchain 
operations

Ivan Reif  
CTO | Lead Blockchain 
developer 

Saurabh Singh 
Lead Software Architect

Digital Marketing 
Entrepreneur. 
Blockchain Enthusiast & 
Book Author. Consults 
media brands like Red 
Bull, Disney, Warner or 
Sony.

Digital-Marketing-
Strategy Entrepreneur 
with 10 years 
experience and 
blockchain enthusiast 
since late 2016. 

Cryptocurrency  
enthusiast, over 4 years 
in blockchain industry 
and over 10 years of 
experience in software 
development. 
Specialised in scalable 
enterprise  solutions. 
Technical team lead 
with first blockchain 
casino 
providence.casino.

Proficient Blockchain 
developer with 
substantial experience 
in multiple related 
technologies. 
Experienced Java 
Developer with a 
demonstrated history of 
working in the cutting 
edge product 
development.
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